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FRANZEN Group 
Customer-specific solutions from the idea to the start of production 

Complex assemblies made of diverse materials. 
The Franzen Group is an independent, globally 
active group of companies boasting more than 
180 years of expertise as a development partner 
and manufacturer.

 International group of companies with  
	 efficient	production

We make use of our extensive expertise to accom-
pany you from the initial product idea through to 
CAD design and series production. For each product, 
we select the most suitable production site. We are 
therefore in a position to provide the ideal combina-
tion of German engineering and cost-efficient series  
production with state-of-the-art, quality-oriented 
machine technology. 

  Leading manufacturer of locks and  
fittings	for	luggage,	waste	bin	locks,	
mouse and rat traps

We are one of Europe‘s leading suppliers and pro-
ducers of luggage locks, waste bin locks and mouse 
and rat traps. Based on our expertise, we have be-
come the largest supplier of TSA plastic luggage 
locks in the non-Asian market. In North America, we 
are considered a pioneer and a key contact for the  
distribution and deployment of waste bin locks. For 
our customers, we are a recognized development 
supplier. 

  Broad development expertise for various 
branches of industry

Complex solutions from our group of companies can 
be used in a wide variety of industrial sectors. We of-
fer luggage locks for the luggage industry, waste bin 
locks for use in municipalities and the waste manage-
ment industry, locks for the furniture industry. We 
manufacture weapon safety devices and trigger locks 
for law enforcement agencies as well as hunting and 
shooting sports and locking systems for boxes and 
containers. With our extensive production depth, 
we offer exciting opportunities as a partner and 
supplier for 1st tier suppliers and OEMs in the auto- 
motive industry. Based on our complex value- 
added processes, we have become a leading sup-
plier to businesses in the toy industry. Plastic 
parts, surfaces and complex assemblies from the 
companies of the Franzen Group can be found in 
roof windows, caravans, safety helmets, in fans,  
industrial suitcases, tool cases and in many other  
everyday goods. 

 Independent, value-oriented family  
 business

As a medium-sized family business with a global 
orientation, we combine the proximity to our custo-
mers and markets all over the world with short deci-
sion paths and quick reactions. We think and act in 
a value-oriented manner, assume responsibility for 
our environment and ensure that our dealings with 
customers, partners, suppliers and employees are 
treated with the utmost respect. 



Experienced development partner 
Rapid development of customer-specific solutions

Everything from a single source 
With development and production competence to the finished product

In-house development centre 
In our development centre in Solingen and at our 
production site in the Czech Republic, we develop 
tailor-made solutions for our customers from vari-
ous industries. Our engineers and technicians have 
thought through every detail of what we manufac-
ture, every component and every design, tested 
it and made it ready for series production – from 
filigree plastic parts to complex assemblies. No mat-
ter whether a single part or a complex assembly, we 
accompany you from the first product idea to CAD 
design, production and assembly. 

Franzen combines development and production expertise under one roof. This is how you can directly 
achieve your new product. In 8 steps, an initial idea becomes your individual solution. Developed in  
Germany, produced with the most modern machines and, if desired, assembled to form a subassembly.

Idea meets 
development expertise

Innovative solutions made of 
plastic and metal are developed 

on the basis of your sketch.

Toolmaking builds on 
experience

This is where we show off our 
flexibility and experience

 
Assembly joins

We fit entire assemblies

From the sketch to the prototype
We provide you with personal advice on the design 
of your products with respect to efficient production. 
Our developers have an extensive wealth of expe-
rience in tool design as well as production-oriented 
design. Because of our flat hierarchies, our paths are 
short, so that you can quickly obtain the very first 
prototype.
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Consulting shows the way
Benefit from our know-how 
about optimal implemen-

tation

Production goes into  
series production

State-of-the-art and cost- 
efficient: our production in 

the Czech Republic

Quality is checked
Our quality management 

ensures consistent product 
quality

Sketch becomes digital
Our CAD experts design your 

product in 3D

Prototypes that you can 
actually touch

Your product quickly takes 
shape with us



Franzen Plastic Solutions GmbH
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1 Art.-Nr.0190 00 022
Ri le Single-So t-Bag
packing unit 12 pcs
outside appro :  1 0 cm
hunter green

2 Art.-Nr.0190 00 0
Ri le ouble-So t-Bag
packing unit 12 pcs
outside appro :  1 0 cm
hunter green

Art.-Nr.0190 00 00
Ri le Single-So t-Bag
packing unit 12 pcs
outside appro :  110 cm
black

Art.-Nr.0190 00 00
Ri le ouble-So t-Bag
packing unit 12 pcs
outside appro :  1 0 cm
black

Art.-Nr.0190 00 001
Ri le Single-So t-Bag
packing unit 12 pcs
outside appro :  1 0 cm
black

Fran en lastic Solutions mb

2

The bags are made of very durable olyester ylon and lined with 
soft foam. The inside of the bags is lined with a 15 olyester material. 

n the side there is an ammunition  or accessory pocket appro .   1  
cm .The bags have handles sewn around the bags, an additional e tra
large shoulder belt with shoulder pad, which is ad ustable in length and 
detachable. For better security the soft bags have a strong two way 
plastic ip with a metal slider, which can be locked with a padlock.



Fran en lastic Solutions mb

1

21Art.-Nr.0190 00 02
Shotgun Single-So t-Bag

acking unit: 12 pcs
outside appro . 1 0 cm
hunter green

2Art.-Nr.0190 00 0
Shotgun ouble-So t-Bag

acking unit: 12 pcs
outside appro . 1 0 cm
hunter green

1

22

The bags are made of very durable olyester ylon and lined with soft foam.The inside of the bags is lined 
with a 15 olyester material.  n the side there is an ammunition  or accessory pocket appro .   1  cm .The 
bags have handles sewn around the bags, an additional e tra large shoulder belt with shoulder pad, which is 
ad ustable in length and detachable. For better security the soft bags have a strong two way plastic ip with a 
metal slider, which can be locked with a padlock.
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Art.- Nr.: 0190 00 01
andgun So t-Bag

outside appro .  5  22 cm 
packing unit: 0 pcs
hunter green

Art.- Nr.: 0190 00 012
andgun So t-Bag

outside appro .  5  22 cm 
packing unit: 0 pcs
black

Fran en lastic Solutions mb

The bags are made of very durable olyester ylon and lined with soft foam. The inside of the bags is lined 
with a 15 olyester material. The bags have handles sewn around the bags and two pockets for ma imum  
maga ines. For better security the soft bags have a strong two way plastic ip with a metal slider, which can be 
locked with a padlock.



Fran en lastic Solutions mb

1
2 Art.-Nr.0190 00 05

Ri le Single-So t-Bag
packing unit: 10 pcs
outside appro . 12  cm
hunter green

Art.-Nr.0190 00 055
Ri le Single-So t-Bag
packing unit: 12 pcs
outside appro . 1 0 cm
black

1

2

1

This new bag is specially developed for high secure transport of guns. It is made of very durable olyester
ylon and the ,5 cm strong egg foam offers a high protection for the gun. Also guns with a scope mounted can be 

transported in this soft bag. An e ternal back pack belt system with large padded shoulder protections offers 
high comfort in carrying, even of heavy weights. n the side there is a pocket for ammunition or accessories. For 
better security the soft bag has a strong two way ipper with metal slider which can be locked with a pad lock.

imple ingle oft ag made of durable olyester ylon and lined with soft foam. The inside of the bag is 
lined with a 15 d olyester material. The bag has handles sewn around the bag, an additional e tra large 
shoulder belt with shoulder pad, which is ad ustable in length and detachable. For better security the soft bag has 
a strong two way plastic ip with a metal slider, which can be locked with a pad lock.
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21 Art.- Nr.: 0190 00 052
Ri le Single-So t-Bag L
outside appro : 1 0 cm
packing unit: 12 pcs
red  blue

2 Art.- Nr.: 0190 00 051
Ri le Single-So t-Bag L
outside appro : 1 0 cm
packing unit: 12 pcs
black

Art.- Nr.: 0190 00 02
Ri le Single-So t-Bag L
outside appro : 1 0 cm
packing unit: 12 pcs
black

The bags are made of very durable olyester ylon and lined with e tra thick soft foam. The inside of the 
bag is lined with a 15 olyester material. n the side there are  large pockets for ammunition or accessories. 
The bags have handles, and additionally  e tra large shoulder belts with shoulder pads, which are ad ustable in 
length and detachable. back pack belt system  For better security the soft bags have a strong two way plastic ip 
with metal slider, which can be locked with a pad lock.



Fran en lastic Solutions mb

1

1 Art.- Nr.: 0190 00 00
Ri le Single-So t-Bag
outside appro : 1 0  1 5 or 1 5 cm
packing unit: 12 pcs
blue

1

added and reinforced sport gun bag made of very durable olyester ylon and lined with soft foam for 
long barrel rifle and with telescopic sights fitted. hort caliber  The inside of the bag is lined with a 15 olyester 
material. n the side there is one large pocket for ammunition or accessories and an inside pocket to stabili e the 
gun grip. The bags have handles, 1 e tra ad ustable shoulder belt and additionally a large rubber nosecone to 
protect the barrel. The bag is available in three different si es. For better security the soft bags have a strong 
plastic ipper with metal slider.



Fran en lastic Solutions mb

1

1 Art.- Nr.: 0190 00 00
Ri le Single-So t-Bag
outside appro : 1 0  1 5 or 1 5 cm
packing unit: 12 pcs
blue

added and reinforced sport gun bag made of very durable olyester ylon and lined with soft foam for 
long barrel rifle and with telescopic sights fitted. hort caliber  The inside of the bag is lined with a 15 olyester 
material. n the side there is one large pocket for ammunition or accessories and an inside pocket to stabili e the 
gun grip. The bags have handles, 1 e tra ad ustable shoulder belt and additionally a large rubber nosecone to 
protect the barrel. The bag is available in three different si es. For better security the soft bags have a strong 
plastic ipper with metal slider.

R P
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1
Art.-Nr.0190 90 005
Shooting Range - ad
packing unit: 10 pcs
outside appro . 1 0   cm  un- olded:  190  5 cm
black

This new shooting range pad is combining in a compact way some different purposes of using  specially for 
sport shooters it is the ideal transport bag for rifles and accessories, which can be carried well  protected in 
some individually shaped holsters and wide pockets inside and outside of  the bag. 

hort version  An e ternal back pack belt system,  could be covered  with large padded shoulder protections 
offers high comfort in carrying, even of heavy weights. When opening the main ipper, you can unfold the pad 
completely. A thick padded neoprene covered area in the front part allows a safe positioning of the elbows. 
Additionally this hooting range pad has a second, separate outside bag appro .. 1    cm  for 
ammunition or other accessories.

Long version  An e ternal back pack belt system with large padded shoulder protections offers high comfort in 
carrying, even of heavy weights. When opening the main ipper, you can unfold the pad completely. A thick 
padded neoprene covered area in the front part allows a safe positioning of the elbows. The unfolded leg pads 
in the back part are most comfortable for the legs while lying. The strong nylon material is very durable and 
easy to clean.

1

22
Art.-Nr.0190 90 00
Shooting Range- ad  short  co ered back-pack belt-system  
separate pocket or ammunition appro . 100   cm

 10 St ck
outside appro .: 100  0 cm  un- olded 100  5 cm
black



RIC
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1

21 Art.- Nr.: 0190 00 02
Single-Ri le-bag
outside appro . 15  cm
packing unit: 12 pcs
brown  Bu alo-Leather- Look

2 Art.- Nr.: 0190 00 01
Single-Ri le-bag
outside appro . 1 0 cm
packing unit: 12 pcs
brown  Bu alo-Leather- Look

Art.- Nr.: 0190 00 05
Shotgun-Ri le-So t-bag
outside appro . 1 0 cm
packing unit: 12 pcs
brown  Bu alo-Leather- Look

Art.- Nr.: 0190 00 01
ouble-Ri le-bag

outside appro . 1 0 cm
packing unit: 12 pcs
brown  Bu alo-Leather- Look

2

The bags are made of a new synthetic material, which is very strong, easy to clean and also water resistant. Look 
and touch are hardly different from finest buckskin. The shape of the bags is larger than usual, in order to offer 
enough space for 1 or  rifles with mounted scope. A thick soft foam lining guarantees best protection for the gun. 
A big ipper closed pocked offers much space for accessories. The large shoulder belt has additionally shoulder
pads,  is ad ustable in length and detachable. trong way metal ippers can be locked with a padlock not 
included
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1
2Art.- Nr.: 0190 00 201

unter Bag
outside appro . 2   2   12 cm
packing unit: 15 pcs
brown  Bu alo-Leather-Look

Art.- Nr.: 0190 00 00
Ri le sling
outside appro . 0  5  0 5 cm
packing unit: 
brown  Bu alo-Leather-Look

Art.- Nr.: 0190 00 101
unter Back ack 

outside appro .   52 cm
packing unit: 15 pcs
brown  Bu alo-Leather-Look

Fran en lastic Solutions mb

RIC

unter ackpack of a new synthetic material, which is very strong, easy to clean ans and also water resistant.  Look 
and touch are hardly different from finest buckskin. o metal buckles, large shoulder belts with shoulder pads and 
strong plastic fasteners at the bottom end which allow an easy fi ing detaching of the belts. All connections are 
double sewn and additionally riveted.  large pockets offer much space for trifles. etachable water proof plastic 
insert.

unter ag of a new synthetic material, which is very strong, easy to clean and also water resistant.   push in slots 
for rounds of shot shells, large main compartment plus separate front pocket. Ad ustable shoulder belt, 
detachable fowl belt with strong strips.

Rifle sling of a new synthetic material, which is very strong, easy to clean and also water  resistant. Look and touch 
are hardly different from finest buckskin. o metal  buckles but easy and fast ad ustable buckles made of plastic. 
The padding of 5 mm and also the skid  proof neoprene undersurface guarantee the best wearing comfort
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Art.- Nr.: 0190 00 100
unter Backpack

with waterproo  plastic insert 
outeside appro .   52 cm
packing unit: 0 pcs
hunter green

Art.- Nr.: 0190 00 200
unter Bag

with owl-belt
outside appro . 2   2   12 cm
packing unit: 15 St ck
hunter green

Fran en lastic Solutions mb

A very hard wearing backpack model, made from olyester ylon. trong seams additionally strengthened 
by rivets. With detachable water proof plastic insert, large shoulder belts with comfortable shoulder pads, even 
for heavy weights. With  large e ternal pockets. i e  appro .   5  cm

Traditional hunter bag game bag made from hard wearing olyester ylon with internal large pockets for 
rounds of shot shells. Ad ustable shoulder belt, detachable fowl belt. i e  appro .     1  cm   

1

1Art.- Nr.: 0190 00 501
Ri le - Single - So t - Bag 
packing unit: 12 pcs

utside appro : 1 0 cm
hunter green

Fran en lastic Solutions mb

E C I E

The rifle single soft  bag is made of very durable  olyester  ylon, up valued by partial velour elements to 
increase the camouflage effect. It is especially suitable for long rifles with scope mounted. A thick soft  foam lining 
guarantees best protection for the rifle as mounted accessories, all covered by a water  and dirt repellent  

olyester. The bag has handles sewn around, an e tra large, in length ad ustable and detachable shoulder belt 
with shoulder pad and a sewn attachment eye  for better security it has a strong two way plastic ip with a metal 
slider, which can be locked by a combination lock included . 



1

1Art.- Nr.: 0190 00 501
Ri le - Single - So t - Bag 
packing unit: 12 pcs

utside appro : 1 0 cm
hunter green

Fran en lastic Solutions mb

E C I E

The rifle single soft  bag is made of very durable  olyester  ylon, up valued by partial velour elements to 
increase the camouflage effect. It is especially suitable for long rifles with scope mounted. A thick soft  foam lining 
guarantees best protection for the rifle as mounted accessories, all covered by a water  and dirt repellent  

olyester. The bag has handles sewn around, an e tra large, in length ad ustable and detachable shoulder belt 
with shoulder pad and a sewn attachment eye  for better security it has a strong two way plastic ip with a metal 
slider, which can be locked by a combination lock included . 



T
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1Art.- Nr.: 0190 00 0 0
rekking-Bag 

outside appro . 90  5 cm
packing unit: 20 pcs
hunter green

Fran en lastic Solutions mb

This trekking bag is made of very durable olyester ylon. The bag has a strong handle and  large 
shoulder belts with shoulder pads, which are ad ustable in length and detachable. back pack belt system The 
water repellent rain cover is protecting from wetness and can be easily closed by a strong plastic fastener. The 
bag is easy to close by pulling tight the laces. The  liter volume offers enough space for transporting lots of 
clothes and accessories. imension  appro .   5 cm 
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1
2Art.- Nr.: 0190 500 001

Back- ack Umbrella 
span width appro : 125 cm
packing unit: 12 pcs
hunter green

Art.- Nr.: 0190 500 002
unting Umbrella 

span width appro : 1 0 cm
packing unit: 12 pcs
hunter green

1

2

unting mbrella, with a covering of nylon and a span width of about 1  cm. ery light and strong fiberglass
ribs. an be e tended by a simple push on a button to stick it into the ground. rotective cover with shoulder belt 
and uick fastener. Weight appro .  g

ack ack mbrella opens automatically by a simple push on a button. With a covering of nylon and a span width 
of about 1  cm. artially with very light and strong fiberglass ribs. With practical hand loop protective cover with 
shoulder belt  and uick fastener. Folded only  cm long. Weight appro . 5  g



C
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1
2Art.- Nr.: 0190 00 02

Alu un ase Slim - Line  appro .   kg
outside appro .  5  5  11 cm
packing unit: 2 pcs
Alu sil er

Art.- Nr.: 0190 00 02
Alu un ase Slim - Line  appro .  5  kg
outside appro .  122  0  11 cm
packing unit: 1 pcs
Alu sil er

Art.- Nr.: 0190 00 01
Alu un ase Slim - Line  appro . 2  kg

utside appro .  52  2   10 cm
packing unit:  pcs
Alu sil er

1

2

Alu un ases lim Line  in Alu Look. igh value e ecution, elegant slim design, alu frame,  solid handle and  
combination locks or   combination locks  1 drawbolt. Inside wave foam in lid and bottom.



C
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1
2Art.- Nr.: 0190 00 02

Alu un ase Slim - Line  appro .   kg
outside appro .  5  5  11 cm
packing unit: 2 pcs
Alu sil er

Art.- Nr.: 0190 00 02
Alu un ase Slim - Line  appro .  5  kg
outside appro .  122  0  11 cm
packing unit: 1 pcs
Alu sil er

Art.- Nr.: 0190 00 01
Alu un ase Slim - Line  appro . 2  kg

utside appro .  52  2   10 cm
packing unit:  pcs
Alu sil er

1

2

Alu un ases lim Line  in Alu Look. igh value e ecution, elegant slim design, alu frame,  solid handle and  
combination locks or   combination locks  1 drawbolt. Inside wave foam in lid and bottom.

C
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1
2Art.- Nr.: 0190 00 005

Ri le ase on wheels  appro .   kg
outside appro .  125  2   1  cm
packing unit: 1 pcs
Alu sil er

Art.- Nr.: 0190 00 01
ouble lid Alu un ase  appro .  5 5 kg

outside appro .   51  20 cm
packing unit: 1 pcs
Alu sil er

Art.- Nr.: 0190 00 00
Alu Ammunition ase  appro .  2 1 kg
outside appro .    2   1  cm
packing unit: 5 pcs
Alu sil er

1

2

Alu Ammunition ase for ammunition and accessories. This case is especially designed for the transportation of 
ammunition and accessories. e.g.  pcs. shot cartridge  The inside of the case can be adapted individually, by 
placing  dividers. The case can be locked by a combination lock. An e tra large shoulder belt with shoulder pad, 
which is ad ustable in length and detachable, is also included.

Rifle ase on wheels, alu look, e tra large volume, very solid e ecution with strong chrome plated steel corners, 
alu frame,  high value combination locks and additional  draw bolts,  wheels and feet,   strong handles for 
carrying and pulling. Inside full si e foam to be cut out individually according to the gun and accessories.

ouble lid Alu un ase for handguns and accessories. This new double lid Alu un ase 
is especially constructed for the transportation of handguns and accessories in two separate compartments,  
which can be locked independently.  high value combination locks and  draw bolts, stable alu frame and  strong 
steel corners, a thick soft foam lining in the inside of the case.
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1

Art.- Nr.: 0190  
SA ase lock  

outside appro .  10  5 5  2 5 cm
packing unit:  pcs
black

T A Lock for gun cases. For traveling into the A this lock can be opened and the suit case could be scanned  by 
the administration Transportation ecurity Administration .Locked cases were opened with violence therefore 
the  T A Locks   were developed to  avoid damages on the cases and there locks. ou can open the locks with a 
master key which were only hand out to T A employees to lock and unlock the cases. That is the reason why you 
do not receive any key when you buy a  T A lock. All locks which are 
accredited by the T A Administration are signed with a special Logo.

Art.- Nr.: 0190 00 02
Alu un ase Slim - Line  appro .   kg
outside appro .  5  5  11 cm
packing unit: 2 pcs
black

Art.- Nr.: 0190 00 029
Alu un ase Slim - Line  appro .  5  kg
outside appro .  122  0  11 cm
packing unit: 1 pcs
black

Alu un ases lim Line  in Alu Look. igh value e ecution, elegant slim design, alu frame,  solid handle and 
  T A  combination locks  1 drawbolt. Inside wave foam in lid and bottom.

C
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1 Art.- Nr.: 0190 100 001
Armloc  appro .   kg
outside appro .  5  2  10 cm.
packing unit: 1 pcs
black

2 Art.- Nr.: 0190 050 5
 dial padlock

packing unit: 50 pcs
black

Armloc  andgun safety system made of plastic evlar  material mi . legant styling  leek, round corners with 
a tough black finish that won t chip, scratch or dent. uaranteed against breakage, can be locked easily onto the 
wall or even in the car to prevent theft, yet is easily portable.  ouble security with combination  and cam lock, 
high intensity light for nighttime operation of combination lock. battery included

 dial padlock an additional security for your rifle soft bags. uring transport of rifles the soft bags could easily 
be secured by hooking the padlock into the metal slider of the two way ipper.
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2

1 Art.- Nr.: 0190 120 90
eadlight  appro  5 g

with  L s 
packing unit:  St ck
black

2 Art.- Nr.: 0190 120 91
headlight  appro  5 g
with  L s 
packing unit:  St ck
black

Art.- Nr.: 0190 120 
eadlight  appro .  5 g

with  L s and 1 rypton-Bulb
packing unit: 12 pcs
black

2

eadlamp including forehead padding, luminous power of 1  Lumen thanks to modern R  technology, 
appro . 5 hours of continuous light with one set of batteries energy saving with very good luminosity . 
Ad ustable to three different modes, vertical up to a  degree pivot and water resistant. Incl. Focus and bright 
beam. Range can vary depending on degree of darkness, in optimal conditions up to 1 m. Fastened with  
switches and ad ustable elastic straps.   AAA batteries not included .

eadlight, with  L s  1 rypton bulb, transposable 1 or  L s, resp. krypton inclination ad ustable, water 
protected, ad ustable elastic band atteries    AAA not included
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2

1 Art.-Nr.0190 050 002
rigger 
ombination Lock

packing unit: 0 pcs
Nickel

2 Art.-Nr.0190 050 00
rigger 
ombination Lock

packing unit: 0 pcs
black

Art.-Nr.0190 050 101
rigger 
ey Lock

packing unit: 0 pcs
black

Art.-Nr.0190 050 21
all ount 

rigger ombination Lock
packing unit: 12 pcs
black

Art.-Nr.0190 050 100
rigger 
ey Lock

packing unit: 0 pcs
Nickel

Trigger Locks for handguns, rifles and shotguns are an additional security in the gun safe or during the transport. 
They protect against unauthori ed use and child tampering. niversal in fit, ergonomic design facilitates rapid 
installation. oft rubber pads protect gun s finish. Available as combination lock with 1.  possible codes or as 
economic keyed lock.



PROTECTION

The AR 15 Firearm Lock protects againts  misuse of the gun. It also discourages against theft.
When the lock is installed it is impossible to chamber a round and the lock prevents the disassembly of the gun, 
because it locks upper and lower receiver together.

1
2

Art.-Nr.0190 050 200
AR 15 Firearm Lock
with ABUS cylinder
packing unit: 10 pcs
red

1

2
Art.-Nr.0190 050 250
AR 15 Firearm Lock packed 
in blister packaging
with ABUS cylinder
packing unit: 5 pcs
red



Franzen Plastic Solutions GmbH
Feuerbachstr. 8

D - 42719 Solingen
Tel.:  +49 (0)212 39500
Fax:   +49 (0)212 39553
www.franzen-gruppe.de

security@franzen-gruppe.de




